2006 cadillac cts windshield wiper problems

Three problems related to wiper have been reported for the Cadillac CTS. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Cadillac CTS based on all problems reported for the CTS. Turned on windshield wipers and
windshield washer motor starting spraying cleaner. I tried turning off the wipers and even
changing the wiper speeds but the motor keeps trying to spray cleaner. Eventually I ran out of
cleaner but you can still hear the motor running when the wipers are on. Pulled over and shut
car off, waited 5 minutes and started car again but the washer motor still comes on when I turn
on the windshield wipers. This was dangerous as it just flooded my view with wiper fluid. Not
sure if wiper washer motor will burn out and cause other electrical issues. The windshield
wipers will not turn off. They continue to go. I have to turn off the engine and take the key out of
the ignition for them to stop. Windshield wiper motor will not shut off once turned on.
Intermittent does not work at all. Must stop the vehicle, turn off the motor and remove the key
from ignition in order to stop the windshield wipers. Everytime the wipers are turned on this
happens. How does someone drive on a freeway having to stop their vehicle everytime they
need to turn on a windshield wiper? Maybe hundreds of thousands of Cadillacs according to the
website clubs. Gm should fix this defect for free. It is extremely dangerous while driving. Car
Problems. Wiper problem 1. Wiper problem 2. Wiper problem 3. Wiper problems 3. Visibility
problems. Cadillac CTS owners have reported 16 problems related to wiper under the visibility
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. My Cadillac Cts caught on fire.
Fireman said that it was the windshield wiper module that caught on fire. The car was parked for
hours and fire started while we was sleeping. The whole engine is burnt up and the car is
totaled. Now I have no car and no money to get another car. See all problems of the Cadillac
CTS. When you engage the windshield washer, the wipers continue to run and will not turn off.
At times the only way to stop the wipers is to pull the fuse. Other times, simply turning off the
ignition and letting the car sit for a few minutes also works. Tl- the contact owns a Cadillac Cts.
The contact stated that there was moisture in the head lights. The vehicle was taken to the
Cadillac of naperville dealer , located at w ogden Ave, naperville, IL where it was stated that
there was no recall. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that there was
no recall. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 30, Turned on
windshield wipers and windshield washer motor starting spraying cleaner. I tried turning off the
wipers and even changing the wiper speeds but the motor keeps trying to spray cleaner.
Eventually I ran out of cleaner but you can still hear the motor running when the wipers are on.
Pulled over and shut car off, waited 5 minutes and started car again but the washer motor still
comes on when I turn on the windshield wipers. This was dangerous as it just flooded my view
with wiper fluid. Not sure if wiper washer motor will burn out and cause other electrical issues.
Tl-the contact owns a Cadillac Cts. The contact stated that while driving at 60 mph, the steering
became difficult to maneuver as the passenger side of the vehicle dropped downward without
warning. In addition, the contact stated that the windshield also had fractured. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the rear passenger side struts had fractured and
needed to be replaced along with the windshield. The manufacturer was notified of the failure.
The failure mileage was 6, The contact owns a Cadillac Cts. The contact stated that the
windshield wipers failed. In addition, the instrument panel failed. The vehicle was taken to
graham Chevrolet Cadillac w 4th st, mansfield, OH where it was diagnosed that the windshield
wipers and other unknown components needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but
the failure recurred several times. The manufacturer was made of the failure and offered no
assistance. The failure mileage was The VIN was not available. The contact stated the rear
windshield was leaking into the vehicle. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 30, The contact stated that
the windshield wipers were activated, the fluid would independently continue to spray without
pressing the button for the fluid to discharge. The contact also stated that the fluid was flowing
continuously and when she was not longer able to use the wipers when there was rainy
weather. The vehicle had not yet been taken to the dealer for a diagnosis and the manufacturer
had not been notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , I have told the dealer
that I leased the car from that there is a terrible glare and reflection on the windshield from the
dashboard. The interior is a new light color and they are having problems with reflections of the
cutouts and vents that mirrors the whole top of dash on windshield. When sun shines there is
such a distraction that your eyes are all over the place and it is very difficult to see clearly
through the windshield without being distracted. If a person or child darted in front of the car
when I am distracted by a reflection of all the designs and cutouts, it could be very dangerous. I
am still waiting for a response from Cadillac. I have never seen any other car with a light color
dashboard and am surprised this wasn't researched before manufacturing. Please advise.
Thank you. The contact stated that the windshield wipers would activate on their own

intermittently. An independent mechanic stated that the wiper module was the cause of the
failure. The manufacturer was notified. The VIN was unavailable. The failure mileage was , The
windshield wipers will not turn off. They continue to go. I have to turn off the engine and take
the key out of the ignition for them to stop. Yes I been having problem with transmission at first
brought car couple months later the car would not back up so got that granny rebuilt and then
four and half years later have problem with tyranny again but now as you put foot on pedal the
car go for only bout 5 or 10 minute then it would slow down then would just stop when put foot
on pedal. Wiper would not turn off on it own only when you take fuse out the radio stop working
n the bright light would turn on by its self every time you put on turn sign on at night. Had the
wipers on, rain stopped windshield wipers would not shut off. Brought car to be diagnosed.
Found wiper power cover defective. Auto service found that the part was on back order. I had to
go without wipers for a week before part was in. Auto service said that part was not in stock
anywhere in tampa. Has this been a problem for Cts owners seeing the part is scarce? There is
a water leak occurring from the sunroof. The sunroof drains continuously get clogged. In result,
the interior of the car gets extremely wet. This occurred on September 21, then has now
happened in the same exact drain on may 05, When I started the car after discovering the water
for the second time the passenger rear window rolled down on its own and will no longer
operate. Who knows what other electrical issues will occur? This is definitely putting me and
other drivers on the road in harms way because it is interrupting my visibility while driving and I
don't feel safe when this occurs. I don't understand how the drains are getting clogged, I don't
park under trees and my car is covered almost year round. This is not acceptable and I feel like
there needs to be change. Windshield wiper motor will not shut off once turned on. Intermittent
does not work at all. Must stop the vehicle, turn off the motor and remove the key from ignition
in order to stop the windshield wipers. Everytime the wipers are turned on this happens. How
does someone drive on a freeway having to stop their vehicle everytime they need to turn on a
windshield wiper? Maybe hundreds of thousands of Cadillacs according to the website clubs.
Gm should fix this defect for free. It is extremely dangerous while driving. If you turn to the right
at a slow speed to stop or park the brekes gives out. The wipers start and stop at times in the
off positon. Car Problems. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 1. Wiper problem of the Cadillac
CTS 2. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 3. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 4. Wiper
problem of the Cadillac CTS 5. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 6. Wiper problem of the
Cadillac CTS 7. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 8. Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS 9.
Wiper problem of the Cadillac CTS Problem Category Number of Problems Wiper problems
Windshield problems. Visibility problems. Sun Roof problems. Defogger problems. Rearview
Mirror problems. I was taking a road trip when my windshield wipers would not turn off.
Eventually the intermittent would not work properly. The only thing I could do was remove the
fuse, and replace it during inclement weather. Also the check windshield fluid indicator would
stay on so I tried to keep a minimal amount of fluid. This was a safety hazard because the fluid
would continue to spray and the wipers may come on, stop, come back on a few minutes later
impairing my vision while driving. I thought I was going to have to shell out a lot of money to
replace a bad or faulty motor. They replaced a bad wiper board. It seems to me a lot of cadillac's
are having this issue and GM need to step up to the plate and be responsible for the repairs. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replaced wiper board 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this CTS problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Cadillac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. I just bought this car. Every time I turn on the windshield
wipers it sprays window wiper fluid. Do you kn
toyota tacoma repair manuals
easyautodiagnosticscom
honda del sol seat covers
ow what the problem could be? Thanks Do you. Hello, It sounds like the wiper module is out
but to be sure here is a guide and the wiper wiring diagrams so you can see how the system
works and which wires to test. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know what you find.
We are interested to see what it is. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Glad you could get
it fixed, that kind of problem can be tough. Please use 2CarPros anytime we are here to help. I
just bought this car and when ever I turn on the windshield wipers It sprays wiper fluid. What
could the problem be? Hello, This is a common problem and it is caused by the wiper module.
Here is the location and some wiring diagrams so you can do some testing to confirm. Please
let us know what happens. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. I had the same issue in my I

had to replace the wiper motor. Please login or register to post a reply. Looks Like It Has 3
Pieces. It's Not Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

